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INT. LAB NEAR THE FIJI ISLANDS – DAY 
Voice-over narrator, Scientist WERNER reveals (during a montage): Julius Benedict was 
always told he was a product of a science experiment designed to produce an enhanced 
human being.  He had six fathers who were chosen for their superior genetic material.  
Mary Ann Benedict was selected to be his mother.  He knew his other had died giving 
birth to him.  But what he did not know was = his mother gave birth to another baby boy, 
his twin, who was sent to live in an orphanage in Los Angeles.  
 
EXT. ISLAND BEACH – DAY 
Upon learning he has a twin brother, JULIUS decides he must leave the island and find 
him. 
 
INT. VINCENT’S MISTRESS’ BEDROOM – DAY 
While in bed with his mistress, VINCENT hears the woman’s husband and hustles out 
the window. 
 
EXT. LOS ANGELES STREET – DAY 
Vincent runs down the street, jumps in a car and takes off.  He sees two women (sisters, 
MARNIE and LINDA), parks his car and follows them into a restaurant. 
 
INT. RESTAURANT – DAY 
Vincent confesses his desire for Linda.  One of the KLANE BROTHERS comes looking 
for Vincent, who escapes being found by crawling under a table. 
 
INT. AIRPLANE – DAY 
Julius is on his way to Los Angeles.  He’s never heard rock-n-roll music and he sings 
along to an oldies tune. 
 
EXT. HOLLYWOOD STREET – DAY 
Julius steps off the bus and explores Hollywood Blvd.  He has various “Los Angeles” 
experiences.  At one point, Vincent and Julius stand on the same corner but walk by one 
another. 
 
EXT. PARKING GARAGE – DAY 
Vincent asks the parking attendant AL if he has “anything” that can help him settle his 
debt with the Klane brothers.  Al offers him a BMW parked in the garage. 
 
INT. PARKING GARAGE – DAY 
Vincent steals the BMW. 
 
INT.  MECHANIC’S GARAGE – DAY 
Vincent sells the stolen car to TONY but he doesn’t make enough money to pay his debt. 
 
EXT. HOLLYWOOD BLVD. – NIGHT 
Julius is oblivious as TWO GUYS try to rob him.  Julius accidentally hurts one of the 
thieves and he feels bad. 
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EXT. HOLLYWOOD BLVD. – NIGHT 
Vincent is selling socks door-to-door, trying to make more money to pay the debt.  He 
confronts a POLICE OFFICER who is placing a parking ticket on his car.  Vincent is 
arrested for having an expired driver’s license and 200 outstanding parking violations. 
 
INT. ORPHANAGE – DAY 
Julius meets with MOTHER SUPERIOR and learns that when Vincent lived in the 
orphanage he started a fire, shamed a nun, stole money and ran away.  The contents of his 
file are missing.  Mother Superior tells Julius he will most likely find Vincent in jail. 
 
INT. JAIL VISITING ROOM – DAY 
Julius visits Vincent in jail and tells him he is his twin brother.  Vincent doesn’t believe 
Julius but uses him to get out of jail.  Julius pays Vincent’s bail. 
 
EXT. JAIL – DAY 
Vincent explains to Julius that he needs more money to get his car out of the impound.  
Julius agrees to pay. 
 
EXT. CAR IMPOUND – DAY 
Vincent gets his car and drives off without Julius. 
 
EXT. PARKING GARAGE – DAY 
Al engages with TWO GUYS IN HAWAIIAN SHIRTS and tells them to park their 
Cadillac on level 4. 
 
INT. PARKING GARAGE – DAY 
The Two Guys In Hawaiian Shirts insert a tape into the car’s cassette player, exit the car, 
lock it, and wipe it down for fingerprints. 
 
INT. VINCENT’S OFFICE – DAY 
Vincent’s office furniture is being repossessed as he receives a call from Al informing 
him of the Cadillac in the parking garage.  A Klane brother arrives and attacks Vincent 
for not paying his debit on time.  Julius arrives just in time to save Vincent – and beats 
the Klane brother. 
 
EXT. HOLLYWOOD STREET – DAY 
Vincent and Julius begin to bond.  Vincent reveals to Julius that he owes $20,000 to the 
Klane brothers. 
 
INT. VINCENT’S CAR – DAY 
Vincent tells Julius a concocted story about needing to pick up a friend’s Cadillac and 
asks Julius to drive his car back from the garage.  Julius speed-reads the car’s manual so 
he can learn how to drive. 
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INT. PARKING GARAGE – DAY 
Vince steals the Cadillac with Julius’ help (though Julius is unaware that they are stealing 
the car). 
 
INT. VINCENT’S CAR - NIGHT 
Julius has his first experience driving a car. 
 
INT. GROCERY STORE – NIGHT 
Vincent and Julius run into Marnie and Linda.  Julius and Marnie are smitten with one 
another. 
 
INT. PARKING GARAGE – NIGHT 
WEBSTER arrives to find the Cadillac (which he is supposed to pick up) is missing. 
 
INT. VINCENT’S HOUSE – NIGHT 
Vincent and Julius continue bonding and they notice that they have traits in common.  
Julius reveals to Vincent that he is a virgin.  Julius tells Vincent the story of their birth 
and conveys his desire to find their fathers.  Vincent shares his orphanage file, which 
states that their mother is still alive and abandoned them.  Vincent doesn’t want to find 
her and risk another rejection.  Julius doesn’t believe she intentionally abandoned her 
children – he thinks perhaps she doesn’t know the two of them exist.  Vincent receives a 
threatening call from the Klane brothers – just as they shoot into his house.   
 
INT. OFFICE BUILDING – DAY 
Webster confronts the Two Guys In Hawaiian Shirts (now dressed in business suits) and 
kills them (but first learns that the parking attendant showed an interest in the Cadillac). 
 
EXT. FORMER HOME OF MARY ANN BENEDICT – DAY 
While inquiring about Mary Ann Benedict, Julius meets one of his FATHERS. 
 
INT. CADILLAC – DAY 
Vincent plays the tape cassette that was left in the vehicle and learns there is ‘something’ 
in the trunk that is supposed to be traded (to a man named Beetroot Mckinley) for a 
briefcase of cash in Houston. 
 
INT. FORMER HOME OF MARY ANN BENEDICT – DAY 
Julius’ “father” reveals that Mary Ann was informed by Mitchell Traven (who runs the 
Lab at Los Alamos), that the twins died. 
 
INT. BEETROOT MCKINLEY’S OFFICE – DAY /  
INT. VINCENT’S HOUSE – DAY  
Telephone conversation: Vincent contacts Beetroots pretending to be Webster calling 
about the ‘merchandise’.  Vincent learns it is worth $5 million dollars!  He tells Beetroot 
he’ll meet him in Houston. 
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EXT. VINCENT’S HOUSE – DAY 
Vincent packs the Cadillac to go to Houston.  Julius returns and reveals to Vincent that 
their mother is alive and they need to find her.  Julius wants to go to Los Alamos to speak 
with Dr. Traven.  Julius convinces Vincent to take him with him on his road trip to Texas 
so they can stop in New Mexico on the way.  Linda and Marnie arrive.  While Marnie is 
inside the house flirting with Julius, Vincent shows Linda the ‘merchandise’ in the truck 
(some type of machinery).  Neither of them knows what it is, but Vincent tells her it’s 
worth a lot of money and that’s why he’s going to Texas.  He tells her to keep it a secret.  
Linda threatens to tell unless Vincent agrees to take her and Marnie on the road trip. 
 
EXT. PARKING GARAGE, ATTENDANT BOOTH – DAY 
Webster has Al tied-up and gagged on the floor of the booth.  He threatens to shoot him if 
he doesn’t tell him what happened to the Cadillac. 
 
INT. VINCENT’S HOUSE – DAY 
Webster breaks into Vincent’s house and rummages through the trash where he finds a 
discarded note with information pertaining to the meeting with Beetroot McKinley.  
Three of the Klane brothers break into the house and a confrontation ensue between them 
and Webster, who shoots two of the brothers in the feet and flees. 
 
EXT. MOTEL – DAY 
Julius, Vincent, Marnie and Linda arrive in New Mexico.  Julius and Vincent leave 
Marnie and Linda at the motel to obtain rooms. 
 
INT. LOS ALAMOS LAB – DAY 
Vincent and Julius confront Dr. Traven.  He admits the truth about the experiment and 
shows them the lab.  He tells Vincent he is simply a side effect, the “crap that was left 
over”.  Julius demands Traven tell them where their mother is – he reveals that she is 
alive and living at Whispering Pines, an artist colony.  
 
EXT. LOS ALAMOS LAB – DAY 
Vincent is devastated to by Traven’s comments about him being “genetic garbage”.  
Julius comforts him and helps him realize how important he is – that they are the missing 
part of the one another’s life and they must find their mother so they can be a whole 
family.  Vincent becomes excited with the idea of being a part of a real family. 
 
INT. MEN’S STORE – DAY 
Vincent and Julius purchase matching suits to wear when they meet their mother. 
 
EXT. PLAZA COURTYARD – DAY 
Vincent teaches Julius to walk with ‘attitude’. 
 
INT. MOTEL ROOM – NIGHT 
Vincent teaches Julius how to dance. 
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INT. COWBOY BAR – NIGHT 
The two couples dance, drink, and have a good time. 
 
INT. COWBOY BAR, MEN’S ROOM – NIGHT 
Vincent and Julius bond – Vincent tells Julius how mush his life has improved since they 
met and Julius tells Vincent he feels the same. 
 
INT. COWBOY BAR – NIGHT 
The three Klane brothers arrive, with two of their cousins, and threaten to shoot Marnie if 
Vincent doesn’t step outside so they “can kill him”.  A fight ensues with Vincent and 
Julius winning the day. 
 
INT. MOTEL ROOM – NIGHT 
Vincent leaves Julius alone to go and spend the night with Linda.  Marnie arrives and 
seduces Julius. 
 
INT. MOTEL, LINDA’S ROOM - NIGHT  
Vincent tells Linda he’s worried that his mom will be disappointed when she meets him.  
Linda tells him that’s crazy – that a mom couldn’t want anything more in a son.  Linda 
tells Vincent they should live together.  He protests – and they agree to sleep-on-it. 
 
EXT. WHISPERING PINES – DAY 
Vincent, Julius, Linda, and Marnie “break” into the courtyard by slipping over the adobe 
wall, after they are denied entrance.  A WOMAN asks them what they want – Julius and 
Vincent tell her they are looking for Mary Ann Benedict and that she is their mother.  The 
woman tells them Mary Ann is dead, only her spirit lives at Whispering Pines. 
 
INT. WHISPERING PINES – DAY 
The woman is revealed to be Mary Ann Benedict.  She tells a friend that she lied to the 
two men because she believes that are after the real estate. 
 
EXT. ROADSIDE REST STOP – DAY 
Vincent is distraught and angry.  He accuses Linda of only wanting to be with him for the 
money he’s about to acquire.  He yells at Julius for diverting his mission to Houston.  He 
throws everyone’s luggage out of the car and onto the road, then drives off leaving Julius, 
Linda, and Marnie abandoned on the side of the highway. 
 
INT. BEETROOT MCKINLEY OFFICE – DAY  / 
INT. CADILLAC – DAY  
Telephone Conversation: Vincent tells Beetroot he’ll be in Houston the following day.  
Once the telephone conversation ends, Beetroot tells Webster (who is revealed to have 
been sitting in Beetroot’s office during the phone conversation) that he plans to do 
business with Vincent, and not him. 
 
EXT. NEW MEXICO AIRPORT – DAY  
Julius leaves to find Vincent. 
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INT. & EXT. WAREHOUSE – DAY 
Vincent meets Beetroot and exchanges the ‘merchandise” (which turns out to be a 
Revolutionary Fuel Injector for jets) for the briefcase of money.  Vincent gets his $5 
million, but Beetroot takes the Cadillac – leaving Vincent stranded.  Webster shoots and 
kills Beetroot as he is driving away in the Cadillac (rendering the car useless when it 
crashes into a cement wall.)  Webster begins shooting at Vincent, who flees into a 
grouping of warehouses just as Julius comes upon the scene.  Vincent runs through a 
maze of corridors and stairwells with Webster chasing and shooting after him.  Julius 
chases after Webster and to divert his attention from shooting Vincent, calls out to “leave 
my brother alone”.  Webster turns his attention to Julius and holds his gun on him.  
Realizing Julius is in trouble, Vincent runs back and gives Webster the money in 
exchange for sparing their lives.  Webster tells them he’s going to kill them anyway, even 
though he now has the money.  Working together, Vincent and Julius kill Webster by 
dropping a pile of chains on his body.  Then Vincent and Julius argue about the money: 
Vincent wants to keep it and Julius wants to give it back. 
 
INT. WHISPERING PINES – DAY 
Mary Ann reads the newspaper headlines of Vincent and Julius returning the money and 
receiving an award for their good deed – she recognizes their picture and realizes that 
they were telling her the truth about being her sons. 
 
INT. LOS ALAMOS LAB – DAY 
Mary Ann confronts Dr. Traven for stealing her family. 
 
EXT. LINDA’S APARTMENT – DAY 
Vincent begs Linda for another chance – and she relents. 
 
INT. THE BENEDICT CORPORATION OFFICE – DAY 
Vincent and Julius share a large, well-appointed office.  Julius tells Vincent he’s proud of 
him for returning the $4 million dollars.  Mary Ann shows up and tells them everything.  
Vincent, Julius, and Mary Ann embrace. 
 
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK – DAY 
Julius and Vincent each push a stroller with their own set of twins, then pose for a family 
photo: Vincent, Julius, Marnie, Linda, Mary Ann, and the two sets of twins. 
 
 
 
  
 


